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KUWAIT: Kuwait’s economy contracted by 8.9 per-
cent in 2020, figures released by the Kuwait Central
Statistical Bureau (CSB) show. This was the second
consecutive decline after negative growth of 0.6 per-
cent in 2019 and the steepest since the global financial
crisis in 2009. In what was an extremely challenging
year due to the coronavirus pandemic, both the oil and
the non-oil sectors registered declines of around 8.8
percent in 2020. 

In the quarterly dataset, growth in 4Q20 came in at
-11.2 percent y/y, lower than the previous quarter’s

rate of -10.3 percent and still pressured by weakness
in oil output linked to OPEC+ policy). However,
growth on a quarter-on-quarter (q/q) basis was posi-
tive at 4.7 percent and for the second quarter in a
row-the first time that has happened in two years.      

Non-oil activity 
For the non-oil economy, this was the most severe

contraction in the annual data series available and the
sharpest among GCC non-oil sectors last year. Indeed,
real non-oil sector output was back at levels last seen
in 2014. Services, manufacturing and trade were espe-
cially hard hit by the mobility restrictions put in place
to limit the spread of the coronavirus. Of the largest
non-oil sub-sectors, services (including real estate)
declined by 7.6 percent y/y, manufacturing fell by 32.6

percent, wholesale and retail trade dropped by 12.1
percent and telecommunications contracted by 6.8
percent. Construction, however, was the worst per-
forming sector in 2020, declining 43.2 percent, with
many projects understandably delayed.

Were it not for the positive contribution of the
largest non-oil sub-sector, public administration and
defense, which grew by 1.4 percent y/y in 2020, the
economic contraction in 2020 could have been even
more marked. The other sub-sectors that posted real
output gains were education, health and social work

and household w/employed persons, which recorded
the fastest growth (+7.1 percent y/y) since 2012. This
was despite official labor force data showing a decline
in domestic workers last year of 1.5 percent, which
would chime with the broader fall in expatriate num-
bers caused by the pandemic.     

Oil output declines 
Oil sector GDP declined for the second year in a

row in 2020. With oil demand ravaged by the pandem-
ic and prices plummeting to multi-decade lows last
April, Kuwait, implemented a production cut agree-
ment negotiated last April by OPEC+ to withhold sup-
ply and rebalance the market. Kuwait’s average target-
ed output cut in 2020 was 0.56 mb/d, or a 20 percent
reduction from a reference level of 2.809 mb/d. Kuwait

achieved a commendable compliance rate of 101 per-
cent in 2020, with crude output averaging 2.44 mb/d
for the year as a whole. This reduction is reflected in
the real oil GDP contraction of 8.9 percent y/y.

Consumer spending
The economic outlook has improved in recent

months, with vaccination efforts stepping up and par-
tial curfews eased. Businesses are seeing considerable
pent-up demand from consumers. According to the
most recent consumer spending figures provided by

Knet, total spending in May skyrocketed by 137 per-
cent to a record high of KD 2.25 billion, boosted by
year-on-year base effects but also fundamental factors
including loan repayment deferrals and reduced over-
seas travel. Moreover, the decline in project activity in
2020 looks to have abated, and could even be inching
up with a backlog of projects that need  action. 

Underpinning the rebound will also be government
spending, the lynchpin of the economy. The govern-
ment’s draft budget outlined an increase of nearly 7
percent in spending in FY21/22 (with capex +20 per-
cent) and the rise in oil prices to above $70/bbl if sus-
tained would ease some of the pressure on public
spending which would trickle down to higher private
sector activity. Non-oil GDP could therefore rise by 4
percent this year, though this could be revised down if

the pandemic persists, consumer spending cools and
the government adopts a more cautious fiscal stance.
Oil GDP, though, is projected to decrease further by
about 1.0 percent in-line with Kuwait’s OPEC+ output
commitments. This will result in overall real GDP
growth of 1.2 percent this year.     

Kuwait’s GDP fell 8.9% in virus-hit 
2020; consumers leading recovery

Oil output declines on lower demand and OPEC policy
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KIB extends a $125m
bilateral Murabaha 
financing facility to Zain
KUWAIT: Kuwait International Bank (KIB)
extended a $125 million bilateral Murabaha financ-
ing facility to Atheer Iraq, the Iraqi subsidiary of
Zain Group, for a tenor of 4 years. The proceeds
were used to settle financing previously extended to
enhance the capacity and quality of the subsidiary’s
network, modernize its infrastructure and strength-
en its customer service.

Raed Bukhamseen, Vice Chairman and CEO of
KIB complimented both KIB and Zain Group on the
successful closing of this financing and said: “We
are delighted to have structured and arranged this
Islamic facility for Zain Group, a major regional
player in the Telecom sector. We look forward to
continue supporting the group’s growth, which is
underpinned by its strong business model, manage-
ment team and shareholders. This transaction sup-
ports the diversification of the Bank’s financing
portfolio.” Bukhamseen added: “This transaction
also underscores KIB capability of leading, arrang-
ing and accommodating large ticket transactions on
a bilateral basis.”

Commenting on the successful closing of this
transaction, Mohamed Khadiri, General Manager
of International Banking & Large Corporate
Department said: “This is a significant transaction
for KIB, which demonstrates our business focused
culture, quick turnaround and collaborative
approach with our customers. The new facility is
well structured to suit the liquidity requirements of
Atheer Iraq and clearly enhances our relationship
with the entire Group.” Khadiri added: “We are
extremely proud to be a part of this milestone in
Zain’s financing agenda and I commend the hard
work, effective collaboration and dedication that
KIB and Zain teams have exhibited in the past few
weeks into making this transaction come to
fruition.  We are very pleased to have Zain Group
as one of our Large Corporate customers with
whom we enjoy a long standing and mutually ben-
eficial partnership. 

Khadiri concluded by saying: “This deal adds to
KIB’s portfolio of noteworthy achievements and its
strong track record in providing Sharia-compliant
financing products and services, as well as financial
advisory to the corporate sector. We will continue
our efforts to pursue KIB’s strategic objectives in
order to strengthen and cement our position as a
leading banking institution amongst local and
regional banks, as we continue to fulfill the needs
and requirements of our customers.”

KUWAIT: Underscoring its keenness to actively par-
ticipate in promoting financial culture and raising
awareness among various segments of society, and in
line with its social responsibility, National Bank of
Kuwait (NBK) continues to support the activities of
“Let’s Be Aware” banking awareness campaign by
intensifying awareness campaigns about the risks of
dealing or investing in virtual assets or the so-called
cryptocurrency.

Over the past period, the bank intensified its adver-
tising materials and publications on all its social media
pages, including discussions with experts and special-
ists, with the aim of increasing public awareness about
the various risks they are prone to when investing in
these high-risk assets.

This campaign comes in support of the Central
Bank of Kuwait’s efforts in taking the necessary meas-
ures to raise customers’ awareness of the risks associ-
ated with dealing in virtual assets.

The campaign, in which NBK participates, high-
lights that dealing or investing in cryptocurrencies
comes at a high risk, in view of the nature of these
assets and the high fluctuation in their prices, in addi-
tion to that these currencies are not subject to the reg-
ulation or supervision of any authority in Kuwait, thus
exposing speculators to heavy losses and frauds.

It is worth mentioning that virtual assets, known as
“digital or crypto currencies”, are not comparable to
real currencies which are issued by a lawful state as a
currency and as a symbol of sovereignty, and is regu-
lated by state authorities such as central banks or
monetary institutions, is considered and accepted as a
store of value and legal tender, and serves as a reliable
medium for exchange. Furthermore, states strive to
protect their real currency and employ policies that
guarantee relative stability of the exchange rate

against major world currencies. Central banks around
the world warn against the risk of dealing in cryp-
tocurrencies being prone to sharp fluctuations in their
value over a short period of time, in addition to the dif-
ficulty to supervise them and follow up on relevant
developments and provide any type of security for the
systems/devices used by traders and speculators, in
addition to lack of any institution or body that can
control or regulate this market. Moreover, such assets
pose a threat to the global financial system and to
people’s fortunes, especially since the transactions can
be carried out through illegal/bogus wallets or organi-
zations, which could lead and direct individuals’ funds
beyond the guarantees of official trading
protocols/guidelines. These currencies are also
offered by unidentified issuers, and traded under ficti-
tious names, leaving wide room for illegal uses of
funds, unauthorized transactions, and money launder-
ing, since the assets are not under the control of any
central authority, in addition to the threat of digital
breaches and attacks.

Investment alternatives
Instead of undergoing such high risks, NBK pro-

vides customers with full-fledged financial solutions
and innovative investment opportunities, including
deposit accounts and mutual funds, which are safe
ways to invest. Moreover, NBK Capital, the investment
arm of the bank, offers SmartWealth, a digital invest-
ment that offers investors a best-of-breed solution in
Kuwait for long-term investment savings.

SmartWealth’s state of the art technology cus-
tomizes customers’ model portfolio based on their risk
appetite, financial goals and aspirations. The simple
and user-friendly registration process for this service
enables them to have their own diversified portfolio of

global equities, fixed income, commodities and real
estate baskets (ETF based).

‘Let’s Be Aware’
It is worth mentioning that “Let’s Be Aware” bank-

ing awareness campaign launched by the Central Bank
of Kuwait, in cooperation with Kuwait Banking
Association (KBA), as part of the efforts to spread
financial, credit and banking culture among banks’
customers and the society, at large. The campaign cov-
ers many topics such as the process of borrowing,
banking cards, familiarization with the rights of special
needs customers, as well as advice related to cyberse-
curity and the protection of bank accounts. It also
provides guidance regarding complaint submission
mechanisms, and protection of customers’ rights, and
introduction of the functions of the banking sector and
its role in promoting and developing the economy, so
that all segments of society become more familiar with
banking and financial transactions.

Kaspersky discovers 
malicious apps 
disguised as game 
KUWAIT: Recognized as the world’s top-selling
game of all time, Minecraft attracts the attention of
enthusiastic players around the world but also draws
the interest of fraudsters. Earlier, Kaspersky
researchers discovered more than 20 applications
advertised on app stores offering additional Minecraft
features. Though these malicious apps were deleted
from official stores, Kaspersky experts have found
newly developed ones, which exploit the game to fur-
ther fraudster’s objectives.

Kaspersky researchers analyzed various apps,
including those which are available for download on
the Google Play store and claimed to be modpacks
(user-created packages with additional gameplay ele-
ments) for the game. As a result, the company’s experts
found various malicious apps spreading adware or
stealing social media credentials. 

First and foremost, researchers discovered several
apps distributing adware, software that bombards
users with unwanted ads, disrupting the normal use of
their devices. These applications do not even have to
be open for advertisements to be shown at a fraud-
ster’s command. Moreover, these apps can load addi-
tional modules that allow its icon to be hidden, as well

as suddenly open a browser, app pages in Google Play
and show YouTube videos, all of which interfere with
the use of the smartphone. 

Kaspersky researchers also found two such mod-
packs with basic functionality. In this version, the
application also shows full-screen ads (including when
the application is not running) but they cannot hide the
icon and launch a browser, YouTube or Google Play.
For additional monetization, the developers use the
“in-app purchase” function.

There are also several other applications, which
steal social media accounts. In one case, a fake ad net-
work app and a fake client used for advertising on
TikTok were available on Google Play. If a user
entered their Facebook credentials, their account
would then be stolen. 

“Unfortunately, deleting applications from official
stores does not always lead to victory over the mal-
ware. We see that the developers upload new modified

versions to the store - under different names and dif-
ferent developer accounts. This is why we strongly
recommend installing a reliable security solution that
will prevent the download of dangerous programs.
Acting at this early stage will help you to bypass
potential threats and focus on enjoying the game,”
comments Igor Golovin, security expert at Kaspersky.

Kaspersky team reached to Google and warned
about malicious apps stored in Google Play.

To keep safe from malicious apps, Kaspersky
experts also recommend:
• Do not download mods from suspicious sites, or

pirated software. Attackers are well aware of peo-
ple’s craving for all things free, and they exploit it
through malware hidden in cracks, cheats, and
mods.

• Install an antivirus solution on your phone, like
Kaspersky Internet Security for Android.

• Do not turn off your antivirus when playing.
Kaspersky Security Cloud’s gaming mode pre-
vents the antivirus from consuming too many sys-
tem resources during a game. It has no impact on
performance or frame rate but still takes care of
security.

• Reinstalling the browser or messing with the set-
tings won’t get rid of the malware. First the user
needs to identify the malicious app. The device will
display a full list of apps under settings, (Settings
apps and notifications,  show all apps). Delete the
app from this list and the malware should be gone.

• Purchase games responsibly. Check the reputation
of the application and distribution account before
downloading a game. 

NBK intensifies awareness campaigns 
on risks of investing in virtual assets

• Kuwait’s economy contracted by 8.9% in 2020, with pandemic-driven pressures including plunging oil demand and business clo-

sures generating similar-sized falls across both the oil and non-oil sectors.

• Oil output was restrained by OPEC+ policy, while on the non-oil side, manufacturing and trade were especially hard hit.

• The outlook for 2021 has improved, in tandem with the vaccination drive and greater mobility.


